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Abstract A coupled ice sheet-solid Earth-sea level model is applied to long -te rm variations of the 
Antarctic ice sheet. A set  of radially varying viscoelastic profiles in the global Earth model is used to 
explore feedbacks on ice sheet variability, including one with a very weak upper mantle zone and thin 
lithosphere representative of West Antarctic regions. Simulations are performed for (1) the deglacial retreat 
over the last -20,000 years, (2) the future 5,000 years with greenhouse-gas scenario Representative 
Concentration Pathway 85 (RCP8.S), and (3) the warm Pliocene -3 Ma. For the deglacial period a large 
ensemble of 625 simulations is analyzed, with a score computed for each run based on comparisons to 
geologic and modern data. For each of the five Earth profiles, the top-scoring combinations of the other 
model parameters in the ensemble are used to perform future and Pliocene simulations. For the  last 
deglacial retreat, the viscoelastic Earth profiles produce relatively small differences in overall ice volume and 
equivalent sea level. In contrast, profiles with weak upper mantle and thin lithosphere produce strong 
negative feedback and less ice retreat in the future and Pliocene runs. This is due to the faster pace of ice 
sheet retreat in these runs, leading to greater lags in the viscous bedrock rebound behind the unloading, 
which allowsfor greater influence of the viscosity profiles. However, the differences in grounding-line retreat 
are located primarily in East Antarctic basins, where a weak upper mantle and thin lithosphere may not be 
realistic, emphasizing the need for lateral heterogeneity in the Earth model. 

 
 

 
1. Introduction 
The deformation of bedrock topography below ice sheets has important feedbacks on long -te rm ice 
evolution, especially for marine sectors of Antarctica where ice fluxes across the grounding line are very 
sensitive to bathymetry (Feldmann & Levermann, 2015; Mercer, 1978; Schoof, 2007; Weertman, 1974). For 
instance, during ice sheet retreat the reduced ice load around the ice margin allows bedrock to rebound, 
shallowing the bathymetry and reducing ice flux across the grounding line. As a result, greater ice thick- 
nesses are maintained upstream which slows grounding-line recession (Adhikari et al., 2014; Gomez et al., 
2015, 2013; Konrad et al., 2015). Many long-term ice sheet modeling studies have used basic time-lagged 
bedrock relaxation toward isostasy, or simple ELRA (Elastic Lithosphere Relaxed Asthenosphere) models, 
but these greatly simplify asthenospheric flow (e.g., Le Meur & Huybrechts, 1996). Recent studies con- 
tinue to use ELRA (e.g., DeConto & Pollard, 2016), or intermediate bed models with spatially varying 
flow in a viscous half-space below an elastic plate (Bueler et al., 2007; Golledge et al., 2015; Lingle & 
Clark, 1985). 

Another approach in the study of long-term ice sheet evolution has been to adopt comprehensive global 
models of sea level change that include models of viscoelastic Earth deformation and rotational changes in 
response to surface (ice and water) loading, and gravitationally self-consistent changes in sea surface 
height. Prescribed vertical viscoelastic earth profiles and ice load histories that seNe as inputs to a global 
Earth-sea level model may be tuned through comparisons of predicted sea level changes against local rela- 
tive sea level records (e.g., Kendall et al. 2005; Lambeck et al., 1998; Mitrovica & Forte, 2004; Peltier, 2004; 
Stocchi et al., 2013; Whitehouse, Bentley, Milne et al. 2012). Relatively few studies have coupled dynamic 
ice sheet models interactively with this type of Earth model, either with sea level computed in post- 
processing (Briggs et al., 2013; Tarasov & Peltier, 2004) or within the coupled model (d. Adhikari et al., 
2016; de Boer et al., 2014, 2017; Gomez et al., 2013, 2015; Konrad et al., 2015). 
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Here we apply a fully coupled ice sheet and global Earth-sea level 
model to Antarctica to investigate the sensitivity of long-term varia- 
tions to a range of five Earth viscoelastic profiles, during (1) the last 
deglacial retreat of the past -20 kyr, (2) future warming under 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) greenhouse-gas 
scenario Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.S,) and (3) 
the mid -Pliocene (-3 Ma). A large ensemble of deglacial simulations 
is performed , including five different viscoelastic Earth profiles, as a 
robust calibration of the coupled model. For the future and Pliocene 
simulations, only five runs are performed using the top-scoring sets 
of  parameters in  the deglacial ensemble for each Earth profile. The 

24  paper  follows  on  from  Gomez  et  al.  (2015),  who   used  the    same 
coupled model in simpler future warming scenarios. Their results are 
discussed and  compared with ours in  sections 3  and 4. 

Figure 1. Viscosity versus depth for the five viscoelastic Earth profiles (El to 
ES) used in this study. fl: HV, high viscosity, representing a broad class of 
globally tuned Earth models. El: 50 HV, thin lithosphere. B: SO-p2-3, low 
viscosity upper mantle, thin lithosphere. E4: LVZ, very low upper viscosity 
zone and thin lithosphere, representativeof West Antarctic regions. ES: Thli, 
very thick lithosphere, representative of East Antarctic regions. Identical 
viscosity values are offset slightly so  that all vertical segments are  visible. 

 
In this paper, as in all those mentioned above, the Earth modelis limited 
to 1-D radially varying viscoelastic profiles, without lateral heterogene- 
ity. This does not capture the pronounced lateral variations between 
East and West Antarctica and within the West Antarctic regioninferred 
from seismic data (An et al., 2015; Heeszel et al., 2016; Kaufmann et al., 
2005; Morelli & Danesi, 2004; d. Nield et al., 2012). One of our vertical 

profiles does have a very low viscosity zone in the upper mantle and thin lithosphere (LVZ, Low Viscosity 
Zone, labeled E4 below ) representative of West Antarctica, but this is applied globally. Work is in progress 
to enable lat erally heterogeneous structure in our  Earth model (d. van der Wal et al., 2015). 

 
2. Methods 
The Antarctic ice sheet shelf model used here is described in detail in Pollard and DeConto (2012a), and 
additionally in Pollard et al. (2015) and DeConto and Pollard (2016). It uses a hybrid combination of 
Shallow Ice-Shallow Shelf Approximation (SIA-SSA)ice dynamics, which consider vertical shearing (SIA) and 
horizontal stretching (SSA) while neglecting higher-order modes of flow. A flux condition at the grounding 
line (Schoof, 2007) is imposed that allows reasonable grounding -line migration without very fine resolution 
in the grounding zone. These approximations yield satisfactory results in long-term large-scale intercompar - 
isons versus higher-order models (Patty n et al., 2012, 2013). The distribution of basal sliding coefficients 
under modern grounded regionsis determined from a previous inverse run fitting to modern ice thicknesses 
(Pollard & DeConto, 2012b) and is assumed fixed in time. The model is run on a polar stereographic grid with 
20 km grid resolution. 

Climate forcing is obtained either from modern data sets with spatially uniform perturbations, or  from 
Regional Climate Model simulations spanning Antarctica, asdescribed in previous papers and outlined briefly 
below. Monthly meanair temperatures and precipitation are interpolated to the ice sheet gridandlapse rate 
corrected to the ice surface elevation(Pollard & DeConto, 2012a), and a simple model is used to estimate net 
surface mass balance using Positiv e-Degree-Day melting and refreezing (similar to Robinson et al., 2010). 
Oceanic melting below floating ice shelves depends on the 400 m water temperature at the nearest ocean 
grid cell (Pollard & DeConto, 2012a; Pollard et al., 2015; see supporting information). This simple parameter- 
ization is used in several other long-term ice sheetstudies; modeling ocean circulation under ice cavities with 
changing geometries is challenging and is left to future work (e.g., Seroussi et  al., 2017). 

The global Earth-sealevel model and its coupling to the ice sheet model is asdescribed in Gomez et al.(2013, 
2015).The Earth-sealevel model's physics include viscoelastic deformation of the solid Earth, Earth rotational 
effects, gravitational self-consistency leading to distortions in the position of the sea surface, and migrating 
shorelines. Theice margins in contact with theocean fully respond to the evolving sea surface and solid Earth 
surface heights in the coupled model. That is, at frequent intervals, the ice loading history is passed to the 
global Earth-sealevel model, which updates bedrock elevations relative to the current local sea surface equi- 
potential and passes them back to the ice model. The coupling interval is 50 years for Pliocene simulations 
where initial  rates of  change are faster. For  the  longer  but  more gradual  last deglacial  simulations   and 
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future extensions, that would result in prohibitive  computer  run 
times, and an interval  of 200  years is used; shorter  tests show that 
50 versus 200 years makes very little difference to the results (see 
supporting information). 
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 Method s:  Last Deglacial  Retreat 

As described in Gomez et al. (2013), the Earth model needs to be initia· 
lized to a near-equilib rated ice Earth state, as it is based on departures 
from initial equilibrium. Therefore each deglacial  run  is  started  at 
40,000 years B.P. (before present; 40 ka), with the initial state of the 
Antarctic  ice sheet  provided  by a  previous  run  (see  below). Deglacial 0 
simulations are  run  from 40  ka to  O ka (modern),  but only the   last 
20 kyr spanning the  last deglacial retreat are analyzed, with the    first 

Figure 2. Contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet to global mean sea level 
(GMSL) versus time. Curves are shown for all 625 members of the large 
ensemble of last deglacial simulations. Time runs left to right, from 
20,000 years before present to O (present). GMSL iscalculated from the total 
Antarctic ice over flotation corresponding to current sea level and bedrock 
topography as the simulation evolves, divided by global ocean area, and 
relative to the value for the modern observed ice sheet (Bedmap2; Fretwell 
et al., 2013). Graycurves show runs whose scores are equal to or verycloseto 
0 (very unrealistic). Colored curves are for the 120 better scoring runs, in 
descending-score order with 20 curves per color (red, orange, yellow, green, 
cyan, and blue). The thick black curveshows the best scoring run of the 

20 kyr regarded as spin-up. An "outer " iteration is performed in which 
departures of modern bedrock elevations from observed are used to 
correct the initial 40 ka bedrock elevation for the next iteration  
(Gomez et al, 2013; Kendall et al., 2005); this is done globally within 
the Earth-sea level model, and under Antarctica at the ice model resolu· 
tion using Bedmap2 (Fretwell et al., 2013). The model is then rerun from 
40 ka to O ka and the process is repeated. After four such iterations, 
departures from observed modern bedrock elevations are reduced to 
small levels (see Figure 8). The last outer iteration is used for the degla· 

whole ensemble (OCFAC = 1, CALV= 0.7,( SHELF= 1-0 , EARTH = 4). cial results analyzed below. 
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Figure 3. Scores for the complete large-ensemble suite of last deglacial simulations. All 625 runs are shown (four model 
parameters and five values each). The score values are computed versus geologic and modern data sets, normalized by 
the best score in the ensemble, and rangefrom O (white, no skill) to 1 (bright red, best score). The figure is organized to 
show the scores in the 4-0 space of parameter variations. The four model parameters, OCFAC, CALV, (SHELF, and EARTH 
are described briefly in the text; the first three parameters, and the algorithms used to score each run versus data, are 
discussed in more detail in Pollard et al. (2016). Since each parameter onlytakesfive values, the results are blocky but 
effectively show the behavior of the score over wide ranges of parameter values. 
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Figure 4. Mean scoresfor pairs of model parameters in the large ensemble of lastdeglacial simulations. These are the aver- 
age scores forall runs with a given pair of parameter values, normalized so the sum for each pair is 1. The color scale 
saturates for scores of 0.4 and above (black). 

 
 
 

Theinitial conditions at 40 ka are provided by a previous much longer glacial cycle run, with the same model 
except with coarser 40 km resolution and with an ELRA bed. The initial state at 40 ka is not critical for the 
results, as long as it is reasonably realist ic and close to ice-bedrock equilibrium, because (1) its bedrock is 
adjusted by the outer iterations described above and  (2) its ice distribution  has little  effect on  later  results 
after the spin-up  period from 40 ka to  20  ka. 

A large ensemb le (LE) of 625 simulations from 40 ka to Oka is performed. An aggregate score (0 to 1) is com- 
puted for each run versus various geologic and modern data sets, and overall results are analyzed simply by 
taking ensemble-wide means weighted bythe scores. The LE, scoring algorithms, and data setsaredescribed 
in detail in Pollard et al. (2016). The data sets used are reconstructed past grounding-line locations , relative 
sea level records, cosmogenic elevation-age data, modern uplift rates, and modern ice distributions. Model 
misfits are averaged and combined into one score for each simulation using Gaussian error distribution con- 
cepts (Briggs & Tarasov, 2013; Pollard et al., 2016). In this study, a new parameter representing different vis- 
coelastic Earth profiles is used in the LE to explore the sensitivity of the results to this input. The four model 
parameters varied in the ensemble, each taking five values, are 

 
OCFAC = ocean  melt factor, multiplying  the  standard  ocean  melt rate at  the  base of  floating ice shelves 

(0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10). 
CALV 

CSHELF 
= calving coefficient, affecting the  rate of iceberg calving (0.3, 0.7, 1, 1.3, 1.7). 
= basal sliding coefficient for modern oceanic (continental shelf) areas (1-0  8,  1-0 

 
1 , 1-0 

 
,  ,o- , 

1-0    4  m-a 1 P-a 2,. 
EARTH = five different vertical viscoelastic profiles in the  Earth model (El to ES). 
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All possible combinations of these parameters are tested in the LE, 
requiring 625 {=5'1 runs. OCFAC, CALV, and (SHELF are described in 
more detail in Pollard et al. (2016). The five viscoelastic profiles for 
EARTH, El to ES, are shown in Figure 1, and numerical values are given 
in the supporting information. El {also labeled "HV"  for  "High 
Viscosity" and used in Gomez et al., 2013, 2015) is representative of a 
broad  class of globally tuned  Earth  models favored  by two independent 
groups{Lambeck et al., 1998, 2014; Mitrovica & Forte, 2004; LM in Raymo 

calving factor 
0.8 

et  al., 2011); we  refer to El as the "standard" profile in presenting results 
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I I l  below. E4 {also labeled "LVZ" for "Low Viscosity Zone" and used in 
Gomez et al. 2015) is representative of West Antarctic regions, with a 
thin lithosphere of 50 km underlain by an additional very low viscosity 
zone of 1019  Pa s down to a depth of 200 km, and relatively low upper 
mantle viscosity below that. E3 {also labeled 50-p2-3) is similar to E4 
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-x basal sliding coefficient 1 

but without the uppermost very low viscosity zone. ES {also labeled 
Thli) has a much thicker lithosphere of 250 km and relatively high upper 0.8    

O   mantle   viscosity   and   is   representative   of   East   Antarctic   regions. 
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Although five Earth profiles are used in the large ensemble to provide 
a broad range for model calibration, it will be seen that subsequent 
results are quitesimilar for profiles El, E2, and ES, and markedly different 
for  E4, with  E3 being intermediate  between them. Consequently the 
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  earth model  

later discussions focus just on El {"HV," globally representative) and E4 
{"LVZ," representative of West Antarctica). 

As described  in  Pollard et  al. (2016), atmospheric climate forcing  is 
 0.8 

0. 6 
     obtained from a modern Antarctic  climatological data  set {ALBMAP:  

Le Brocq et  al., 2010), with simple uniform cooling perturbations propor- 
EARTH 0.4      tional to a deep-sea core 0180 stack{Lisiecki &  Raymo, 2005). Subsurface 
 0.2      oceanic temperatures are obtained from archived results of a global cli- 
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mate model simulation of the last 22 kyr {Liu et al., 2009). In the global 
Earth model, Northern Hemispheric ice loading history{outside the ice 

 
Figure 5. Mean scores forsingle model parameters in the large ensemble of 
last deglacial simulations. These are the average scores for all runs with a 
given single parameter value, normalized so the sum foreach parameter is1. 
The red triangle shows the mean of the parameter values weighted by the 
average scores shown, and whiskers show the 1-sigma standard deviations. 

model domain) is prescribed from the ICE-SG data set {Peltier, 2004), 
which  also influences circum-Antarctic sea  levels felt  by the  ice model 
{see Figure 6). 

 
 Methods: Future 

Future projections with the coupled model are obtained by continuing 
the  last iteration  of the  deglacial runs for the next 5,000 years. As in 

DeConto and Pollard (2016), future atmospheric forcing is provided by a loo k-up table of previous atmo- 
spheric Regional Climate Model {RCM) simulations  for specific CO2 levels, interpolated  appropriately  for  
the CO2 level at anytimegiven by IPCC greenhouse-gasscenario RCP8.5{business as usual), with CO2 increas - 
ing to nearly1,000 ppm by 2100 CE.and nearly 2,000 ppm by 2300 C.E.{Meinshausen et  al., 201l;van Vuuren 
et  al., 2011). After 2500 C.E., we  assume no further anthropogenic emissions and natural decay of CO2   levels 
{Archer et al.  2009; DeConto & Pollard, 2016). Ocean temperatures at 400 m depth needed for the sub-ice 
shelf melt parameterization are prescribed from a transient National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Community Climate System Model version 4 global climate model simulation for RCP85 {Shields et al., 
2016), as in DeConto and Pollard (2016). These future extensions are performed just for the best scoring 
run in the last deglacial LE for each Earth profile El to ES. We do not consider less extreme futu re emissions 
scenarios such as RCP2.6 and RCP4.5, in order to focus on the effects of Earth profiles with just one type of 
climate forcing for eachtime period. Gomez et al. (2015) showcomplementary results for less extreme future 
warming scenarios, as noted in section 4. 

Two additional mechanisms are enabled for the future runs: hydrofracturing of ice shelves by surface melt, 
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and structural failure of large ice cliffs. As in DeConto and Pollard (2016), these produce drastic ice retreat 
in future climates significantly warmer than  present. They are not enabled in the last deglacial runs   here, 
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around 3 Ma areperformed withthebestscoringruns for Earth pro- 
files El to ES. As in the future simulations, hydrofracturing and cliff 
failure processes are active, which produce collapse of both West 
and East Antarctic marine basins and -15 m rise in GMSL (global 
mean sea level) (Pollard et al., 2015). This is in better agreement 
with geologic records of mid-Pliocene shorelines, bearing in mind 

Figu re 6. Total ice volume versus time before present for the last deglacial simu- 
lations. Only the bestscoring run in the large ensemble for each Earth viscoelastic 
profile El to ES is shown. An earlier run using a simple ELRA bedrock model  is 
also shown (EO), with asthenospheric e-folding relaxation time -r = 3 kyr. The 
modern observed ice volume (26.92x 106  km3)  is shown by an orange dot 
(Bedmap2; Fretwell et al., 2013).The dashed black line and right-hand axis show 
the global mean sea level equivalent of ice sheetvariations in the ICE-SG data set 
(Peltier, 2004). Prescribed variations of northern hemispheric ICE-SG ice sheets 
influence geographicallyvariable sea level variations in the Earth-sea level model, 
in addition to Antarctic variations from the coupled ice model. (The dashed line 
includes ICE-SG Antarctic contributions so does not exactly represent global sea 
level in our simulations). 

considerable uncertainties due to  dynamic  topography  and 
Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) (Austermann et al., 2015; Raymo 
et al., 2011; Rovere et al., 2014; Rowley et al., 2013). 

As described in Pollard et al.(2015), Pliocene atmospheric forcing is 
obtained from a Regional Climate Model (RCM) simulation with a 
CO2 level of 400 ppm and an orbital configuration producing warm 
austral summers. Ocean temperatures are obtained from modern 
climatology (Levitus et al., 2012) and a prescribed uniform 2°( 
warming, broadly consistent with circum-Antarctic warming in 
Pliocene paleo-oceanic reconstructions(Dowsett et al., 2009). 

The warm Pliocene simulations are initialized to "modern equili- 
brated" states and  run  for  10,000 years with invariant  Pliocene 

climate. These initial states are first obtained by extending the last iteration of the deglacial runs for 15,000 
additional years with invariant modern climate, which allows remaining Glacial Isostatic Adjustments (GIAs) 
of the modern Antarctic bed to fully relax to equilibrium . We expect similar ice retreat to that in our future 
RCP8.5 (business as usual) simulations, because the combination of Pliocene orbital change and 400  ppm 

CO2 produces a similar magnitude of Antarctic summer warming as future CC>i levels in the RCP85 scenario 
(DeConto & Pollard, 2016). 

 

3. Results 
3.1. Res u lts : Last Deg lacial Retrea t 

Figure 2 shows time series of the contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet to GMSL for the whole LE. The cloud 
of curves is similar to Figure 5 of Pollard et al. (2016), which used an ELRA bedrock model. The net contrib u- 
tionto GMSLrise fromLast Glacial Maximum to modernis -3 to 8 m for the higher-scoring runs in Figure 2b, 
somewhat smaller than in other recent studies using ice sheet models (Briggs et al. 2013; Golledge et al., 
2013; Maris et al., 2015; Whitehouse, Bentley, and Le Brocq, 2012; Whitehouse, Bentley, Milne, et al., 2012). 
This difference is mostly due to high continenta-lshelf basal sliding coefficients (CSHELF), producing thinner 
West Antarctic ice (seen also in Figure 3). 

Figures 3-5 show mean scores for all parameter combinations (Figure 3), pairs of parameter values (Figure 4), 
and single parameter values (Figure 5). These figures show that the scores depend relatively little on EARTH, 
that is,for anyone of the five Earth profiles (El to ES), reasonably realistic simulations can be obtained by 
appropriate choices of the other parameters. In comparison, the full range of other model parameters such 
as OCFAC and CSHELF produces a wide rangeof results from realistic to very unrealistic. Analogous behavior 
was seen in a similar large ensemble using a simple ELRA bedrock model, with the same model parameter 
variations as here except with EARTH replaced by the ELRA asthenospheric e-folding time (Pollard et al., 
2016). The probability distribution functions and best fit values of OCFAC, CALV, and (SHELF are reasonabl y 
similar to the earlier results. We note that the range of continental-shelfbasal sliding coefficients, CSHELF, is 
wider here than in Pollard et al.(2016).Figure Sc shows that there is a pronounced maximum in the scores at  

- 1-0 5  m -a 1 P-a  2, confirming the expectation that extremely slippery values of 1-0 4 and above may not 
be realistic. 
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Figure 7. Snapshots at given times in lastdeglacial simulations shown in Figure 6. El: Icesurface elevationsfor the run with  
the standard El Earth viscoelastic profile (typical of Earth profiles adopted in some previous global ice age studies). The 
lowest elevation bin (purple) corresponds closely to floating ice shelves, and its inner border corresponds closely to the 
grounding line. E4: with the E4 Earth profile (very weak upper mantle zone, thin lithosphere). EO: with a simple ELRA bed- 
rock model and -r = 3 kyr. The value in each panel is the contribution to global mean sea level (meters), relative to  the 
modern observed icesheet (Bedmap2; Fretwell et al., 2013). E4-E1: Differences in ice thickness (E4 - El).EO-El: Differences 
in ice thickness (EO -   El). In the  difference panels, the  E4 or EO grounding line is shown by a thick green line. 

 
 

Notably, the asthenospheric e-folding time in Pollard et al. (2016) is the LE parameter with theleast effect on 
scores, as is EARTH here. The reason for this insensitivity is presumably the relatively slow time scales of 
deglacial retreat compared to the more rapid retreat seen in the future and Pliocene experiments, as dis- 
cussed furt her below. This is due to the different time scales of the climatic forcing, and also the different 
geographical regions traversed by  the grounding lines, with reverse-sloping  beds accelerating future and 
Pliocene retreat. 

Figure 6 shows time series of total ice volume of the best scoring run for eachof the fiveEarthprofiles, along 
with anearlier run using an ELRA bedrock model. The values of the three other parameters in the ensemble 
and in the ELRA run  are all the same: OCFAC =  1, CALV= 0.7, and (SHELF =  1-0 5  (as seen in Figure 3). 

15 ka 5 ka 0 ka 

EO: 
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Figure 8. Differences in modern bedrock elevation from observed (Fretwell etal., 2013) at the end of the three deglacial simulations in Figure 7. £7: withstandard El 
Earth viscoelastic profile. E4: with E4 Earth profile (veryweak upper mantle zone, thin lithosphere). EO: with a simple ELRA bedrock model and -r = 3   kyr. 

 
 

Differences between the curves are quite small. For E4 {very weak upper mantle zone, thin lithosphere), ice 
volumes in the later phases of retreat are slightly greater than the other runs. This is expected because of 
greater negative feedback with E4 associated with rapidly rebounding bedrock as ice margins retreat, 
producing shallower grounding-line depths and reduced ice flux from the interior {Adhikari et al., 2014; 
Gomez et al., 2013, 2015; Konrad et al., 201S). As an overall measure of the effect of Earth profiles in the 
last deglacial retreat, the ratio of the maximum ice volume difference between El and E4 at any time 
during the runs, relative to the El change from 20 ka to O ka, is 8%. 

Figure 7 shows snapshots of ice elevations for the best scoring runs with the standard "HV' profile El and 
"LVZ"profile E4, and for an earlier run with the ELRA bedrock model. As expected from the small differences 
in Figure 6, the ground ing-line extents and large-scale icethicknesses are generally similar between the runs. 
However, on regional scales and at particular time intervals there are significant diffe rences, notably in West 
Antarctic Ross and Weddell embayments around 10 ka, where the stronger negative feedback with E4 
reduces ice drawdown and  preserves thicker ice compared to El. 

Figure 8 shows  departures  from  modern  observed  bedrock  elevations, 
at the end of the best fit runs for profiles El and E4 {after four outer 
iterations), and for the ELRA model run EO. As expected, the departures 
are considerably less for El and E4 than with the  ELRA model, because 
no iteration is performed with the latter model to converge to  the  
observed modern bed. For El and E4, the convergence is not comp lete , 
and bulls-eye errors still exist in several marginal regions. The depar- 
tures for El are  noticeably  smaller than  for E4, suggesting  either that  
the El profile may be a better overall average for Antar ct ica , or simply 
that the more localized deformations and greater feedbacks with E4 
require more iterations to converge. In any case, a more preferable 
approach in future work will be to use spatially heterogeneous Earth 
profiles, as  discussed below. 

 
t ime (th ousa  n d s of vears afterpresent) 

 
Figure 9. Contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet to global mean sea level 
relative to the model's present state, versus time after "present" (0 year, 
corresponding to 1950 C.E.),in future simulations with greenhouse-gas sce- 
nario RCP8.5. El to ES: for the five Earth viscoelastic profiles in this study. EO: 
with a simple ELRA bedrock model and -r = 3 kyr. The dashed black line 
and  right-hand  axis show the  prescribed equivalent atmospheric CO2 
amount relative to preindustrial (280 ppm), following RCP8.5 to 2300 C.E., 
constant from 2300 to 2500 C.E., and decaying naturally with no anthropo- 
genic emissions thereafter, as in DeConto and  Pollard  (2016). 

3.2 .  Resul ts: Future 

Figure 9 shows time series of the contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet 
to global mean sea level rise for 5,000 years into the future. Relatively 
large differences begin to emerge after - 1,000 model years, especially 
for the two Earth profiles E3 and E4{see Figure 1) with thin lithospheres 
and low viscosities in the upper mantle. The E4 profile{very weak upper 
mantle zone, thin lithosphere) produces the least retreat and 4 m less 
sea level rise than El after 5,000 years, much as in Gomez et al. (201S) 
who compared  El  versus E4 profiles using simpler climate  warming. 
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Figure 10. Snapshots of ice surface elevation at given times after present in future RCP8.5simulations. The lowest elevation 
bin (purple) corresponds closelyto floating iceshelves.The value in each panel shows the contribution to global  mean sea 
level (meters), relative to the model's present state at O year. El: with the standard  Earth viscoelastic profile. E4: with E4 
Earth  profile (veryweak upper mantle zone, thin lithosphere). EO: with a simple ELRA bedrock model and  T  = 3  kyr. 

 
 
 
 

This is due to greater negative feedback on grounding-line retreat in E3 and E4 produced by more rapidly 
rebounding bedrock elevations in retreating marine basins, as described above and  in Gomez et  al. (2015). 
Most of the difference between El and E4 occurs after - 1,000 years and is due to retreat  in  major  East 
Antarctic basins; however, this result is questionable because the E4 profile is not  appropriate  for  those 
regions,  as  discussed  further in section 4. 

As discussed above, the runs hereinclude two newly proposed mechanisms thatcause drastic marine icecol- 
lapsein warmer climates: hydrofracturingof iceshelves bysurface melt, and structural collapse of tall ice cliffs 
(DeConto & Pollard, 2016 ; Pollard et al., 2015). These mechanisms, combined with the strong climate warm- 
ingin RCP8.5, cause very rapid collapse of West Antarctica in the first few hundred years, which overwhelms 
the influence of Earth profiles so that all curves in Figure 9 are nearly the same during this period, and begin 
to diverge only after -700 years when East Antarctic retreat becomes significant (which occurs well after 
WAIS collapse because the EAIS basins are protected by narrower and shallower sills (Pollard et al., 2015)). 
Much the same insensitivity to Earth structure is also seen in the first few hundred years of Gomez et al.'s 
(2015) simulations, even in their milder warming cases(two times and four times preindustrial CO2) and with- 
out the  new mechanisms. Because of the  slower retreat rates, their runs tend to diverge at an earlier stage 
than ours, when grounding lines are still retreating across West Antarctica; this indicates that Earth structure 
maystill playan important role inearly West Antarctic retreat for somegreenhouse scenarios, as discussed in 
section 4. 
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Figure 11. Quantities at 3,000 years after present in future RCPS.5 simulations, for Earth viscoelastic profiles El (standard) 
versus E4 (veryweak upper mantle zone, thin lithosphere ). (a) Icesurface elevations for E4.(b) Difference in bedrock 
elevations, E4 - El . (c) Difference in ice thickness, E4 - E1. (d) Difference in grounded ice area. Red shows areas with 
grounded ice in E4 and no grounded ice in El, and vice versa for blue (whichdoes not  occur). 

 
 

In the later parts of the runs, the slow decline in equivalent sea levels is due to the assumed post-RCP8.5 nat- 
ural decay of atmospheric CO2, whichallows the ice sheet to begin along-term recovery {DeConto & Pollard, 
2016). In both the midretreat and regrowth phases, the stronger negative feedbacks with E3 and E4 reduce 
sea level rise compared to  those with the other Earth profiles. As an overall measure, the ratio  of the maxi- 

mum sea level difference between El  and E4 at any time during 

25 the runs, relative to the El sea level rise from Oto 5 ka, is 23%. 

Selected snapshots of ice elevations are shown in Figure 10 for the 

2 El  and E4 profiles, and for an analogous future run  with an  ELRA 
bedrock  model  {EO).  The  largest  differences  in   grounding -line 

E extent occur later in  the major  Wilkes and  Aurora basins of   East 
Q)     1 

·c: 
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Antarctica, where the stronger negative feedback of E4 causes sig- 
nificantly less groundin g-line retreat into thebasininteriors. 
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Figure 11 illustrates the mechanisms involved in the negative 
feedback, showing differences between the E4 and El runs at 
3,000 years into the future {when GMSL rise is still near maximum 
but after significant differences in GMSL have emerged  in 
Figure 9). The simulation with E4 has higher bedrock  elevations 
and  thus shallower  bathymetry  around  much of  the retreating 

time (thousands of yea rs) 
 

Figure 12. Contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet to global mean sea level versus 
time,  relative  to  the  model's state at  O yea  r,  after a  stepfunction change  to 
warm mid-Pliocene climate. El to ES: for the five Earth viscoelastic profiles in this 
study. EO: with a simple ELRA bedrock model and -r = 3 kyr. 

Antarctic periphery {Figure 11b), which allows less ice flux across 
the grounding line {Schoof, 2007), and so preserves greater 
grounded ice thicknesses in upstream regions {Figure 11c) with 
slightly less grounding -line recession {Figure 1ld). Similar results 
are found in Gomez et al. {2015), discussed further  in section 4. 
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Fig ure 13. Snapshots of ice surface elevation at given times after a step function change from modem to warm mid- 
Pliocene (- 3 Ma ) climate. The lowest elevation bin (purple) corresponds closely to floating ice shelves. The value in each 
panel shows the contribution to global mean sea level (meters), relative to the model's state at Oyear. E1:with the standard 
Earth viscoelastic profile. E4: with E4 Earth profile (veryweak upper mantle, thin lithosphere). EO: with a simple ELRA 
bedrock model and -r = 3 kyr. 

 
 

3 .3. Results: Mid- Plioce ne 

Figure 12 shows time series of the contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet to global average sea level rise for 
Earth profiles El to ES, along with anearlier run with anELRA bed (EO), after a step function change to warm 
mid-Plioceneclimate. The two Earth profiles E3 and E4 with thin lithospheres and low viscosities in the upper 
mantle produce much less sea level risethanthe other profiles. As in the future simulations above, this is due 
to greater negative feedback in E3 and E4 produced by more rapidly rebounding bedrock elevations and 
localization of deformation to the grounding linein retreating marine basins. Because the climate perturba- 
tionissustained in the Pliocene runs, thereis no gradual iceregrowthandlong-term declinein sea levels asin 
the future simulations (Figure 9). As an overall measure, the ratio of the maximum sea level difference 
between El  and E4 at any time during the runs, relative to the El  sea level rise from O to  10 ka, is 43%. 

As in the future simulations, snapshots of ice surface elevations for El, E4, and EO in Figure 13 show that the 
differences in retreat with E4 are located mainly in the Wilkes and  Aurora basins of East Antarctica ; implica- 
tions are discussed in section 4. Ice retreat into these basins occurs later and more slowly in the Pliocene 
simulations (- 1 to 3 kyr into therun) compared to the future RCP 8.5 simulations (0.4 to 15 kyr), due to dif- 
ferencesin the climate forcing. The longer time scale of EAIS basin retreat in the Pliocene is intermediate 
between the time scales of bedrock rebound for E4 versus El, amplifying the difference in their feedbacks 
on ice retreat, and producing a greater reduction in sea level rise (E4 compared to El in Figure 12 versus 
Figure 9). However, this conclusion depends on the form of the climate forcing and could change if more 
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realist ic orbitally driven, time-continuous forcing is used in Pliocene simulations, which we plan to pursue in 
further work. 

 
 

4 . Conclusions 
The radial profileof Earth viscosity can have significant effects on ice sheet variations during rapid retreatsce- 
narios examined here, on time scales of several hundred to a few thousand years. Profiles withrelativelyweak 
upper mantles and thin lithospheres(labeled E3 and E4 here) prod uce a significant reduction in ice retreat for 
future and warm-Pliocene climate scenarios. The largest effects are seen for the E4 profile with a very weak 
upper mantle zone representative of West Antarctic regions. As discussed above, the reduction in ice loss 
compared to that with the standard El profile is due to greater and more rapid rebound of bedrock under 
the retreati ng ice near the grounding lines of marine basins, prod ucing shallower grounding -line depths 
and less ice flux from upstream grounded ice (Gomez et al., 2015). For deglacial retreat of the past -20 kyr, 
the climate forcing and ice retreat is more gradual, and the results with E3 and E4 are more similar to those 
with the other Earth pro files. 

This study follows on from Gomez et al.(2015), who used the same coupled ice and Earth-sea level model as 
here, except that our ice model includes two newly developed ice sheet retreat mechanisms- hydrofractur- 
ing and ice cliff failure (DeConto & Pollard, 2016; Pollard et al., 2015). Gomez et al. (2015) considered a range 
of climate warming scenarios but with asimpler treatment in which atmospheric CO2 was ramped up linearly 
to a single level (t wo times, four times,or eight timespreindustrial). Their results focused on comparing two 
Earth profi les- HV(our El) and LVZ (our E4)-and theyfound that LVZ reduces ice retreat significantly com- 
pared to HVonhundreds of year time scales, somewhat shorter than in this study due to the added mechan- 
isms accelerating ice sheet retreat here. For 8xC0 2 warming, more comparable to the RCP8.5 scenario used 
here, their final HV versus LVZ differences in East Antarctica dominate over West, consistent with our results. 
However, Gomez et al.(2015) found that for relatively mild warming (2xC02, not considered here), diffe rences 
between HVand LVZ can be largein West Antarctica, both early and late in the retreat. This may indicate that 
Earth model properties will beimportant in future West Antarctic responseif warming follows less extreme 
RCP2.6 or RCP4.5 scenarios. 

As noted above, many studies have assessed Antarctic GIA models versus deglacial data, driven by 
uncoupled ice loading histories. In particular, Whitehouse, Bentley, Milne, et al. (2012) show /  misfits 
between model and observed relative sea level (RSL) da ta , fo r wide rangesof lithospheric thickness and 
upper and lower mantle viscosities. As seen above, all five of our viscoelastic profi lesEl  to ES prod  uce  good 
scores versusdeglacial data including RSL. Two of our profi les (El and E2) have properties within Whitehouse 
et al.'s ranges of good fits (their Figu re 4), but the other three (E3, E4, and ES) lie far outside their good fit 
ranges. Part of this discrepancy is likely due to physicaldifferences between the Earth and ice sheet models, 
but it could also be due to  the  wider rangesof  other model parameters explored in  our  large ensemble. 

Results using a simple ELRA bedrock model (EO) are similar to those with the standard Earth sea level model 
(El, with stronger upper mantle and thicker lithosphere), as shown in Figures 6, 9, 12, and other figures.This 
indicates that the overall results of our previous long-term studies with anELRA model are not overly depen- 
dent on the typeof bedrockmodel, withtheexception of low-viscosity-layer/ thin lithosphere Earth profi lesas 
described above. Wealso note that t he choice of Earth profi le or model (among all those used here including 
ELRA) has little impact in the first few hundred years of future RCP8.5 simulations (Figure 9), during which 
rapid West Antarctic collapse produced by hydrofracturing and ice cliff failure overwhelms Earth ice feed- 
backs. However, beyond overall large-scale ice sheet behavior, coupling with Earth-sea level models is 
needed to capture other important features such as sea level gravitational effects, regional bed response, 
forebulges, and lateral Earth variations. 

The results presented here focus on large-scale diffe rences in ice loading history and the overall contribution 
of Antarctic ice to GMSL rise. The impact of varying Earth model parameters on sea level and surface defor - 
mation in particular geographic regions may be considerable. Consideration of the time scale, forcing, and 
region of interest of a given problem is needed in order to select an appropriate radially varying Earth struc- 
ture to capture the feedback between solid Earth defo rmation on Antarctic ice sheet evolution. It may not be 
appropriate to apply a single radially varying Earth model to simulate changes across the wholeof Antarctica 
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as done here, motivating the consideration of lateral variations in Earth structure in future work. The vertical 
viscoelastic profiles in the Earth model considered here are laterally homogeneous, and some of the above 
conclusions could change when more realistic laterally varying profiles are used. For instance, in the future 
and Pliocene runs with the E4 p rofile, most of the difference in retreat lies in major basins of East 
Antarctica, for which the E4 profile is clearly not realistic. Furthermore, recent data analyses (e.g., Heeszel 
et al., 2016) have found that upper mantle viscosities under localized regionsof West Antarctica maybe even 
lower than inour E4 profile. Workto enable laterally heterogeneous viscoelastic properties in our Earth model 
is underway. 
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